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With Volvo's unique Sensus Connected Touch the car's 7" screen is changed into a 

connected media centre with touch function. The1 Surf the net, listen to thousands of radio 

stations, or play music from popular services like Spotify2 and Deezer². Connect your 3/4G 
dongle to Sensus Connected Touch or share the Internet connection (WiFi)from your mobile 
phone and once connected to the internet the possibilities are endless. As well as using the 
touch interface the unit can also be controlled via the buttons on the steering wheel or in the 
centre console. In addition there is a voice controlled search function for music, that searches 
all sources that are connected to Sensus Connected Touch. 

Via an intuitive touch interface you can easily access a number of applications with functions 
such as Internet browser, navigation, internet radio, music services, e-mail etc. Sensus 
Connected Touch is installed in the glove compartment and offers several inputs where you 
can connect external storage and sound and image sources. 

All personal settings can be easily reset in the event of a change of ownership.

App starter starts apps automatically in accordance with preset settings. Select the apps that 
should always be active when you start the car, such as Spotify and iGo.

Weather app shows current weather information and a 7 day forecast. Other places around 
the world can also be searched and the weather or forecasts for them shown.

Streaming music services gives you access to thousands of tracks. With Spotify² or 
Deezer², which are integrated into the system, you always have access to your favourite 
music and your favourite artists. There is also the option to select an extra high "bitrate" for 
Spotify, giving you much better audio quality.

Internet Radio via services such as TuneIn and Live Radio, gives you access to thousands of 
radio stations from around the world. 

Voice Music Search helps you to find your favourite artists. Tell Sensus Connected Touch 
who/what group you wish to listen to and get the results from all active applications. 

Media Launcher has all the music sources collected under one icon. You can find music from 
USB, SD card or "line in" in a single location, which means considerably fewer icons in the 
start menu, making it easier to find what you want. 
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Internet browser3 with support for Java and HTML 5 gives you full freedom on the web and 
lets you surf all the pages that you normally visit.

Film clip app opens the web browser and takes you directly to You Tube. 

Navigation is offered via several navigation applications. iGO4 and Autonavi⁴ allow you to 
navigate and zoom in and out of the map in both 2D and 3D. Navigation also works without 
Internet connection. Via Maps you can make extensive searches and also show text-based 

route instructions to your search results. Traffic information5 via Internet is included in iGO and 
Autonavi (5-year subscription) and warning of dangerous traffic zones⁵ can be added as an 
option. In addition, the traffic flow is illustrated in real time on the map. iGo does not support 
voice control.

Asteroid Market gives the facility to use the Internet to update the built-in applications directly 
in the system, without needing to visit a workshop. The system needs to be restarted in order 
for new apps downloaded from Market to be visible.

Service dealer locator locates the five nearest certified Volvo dealerships and also presents 
detailed information about them, as well as route guidance there.

WiFi Hotspot. Sensus Connected Touch creates a wireless Hotspot so that you can connect 
portable units to the Internet. This function is only available when a 3/4G dongle is used. 

For cars with High Performance/High Performance 

audiosystem (Option code 832) and 7" screen

Part. No. Description

31414606 -15, Ch -204008 Installation Instruction

For cars with High Performance Multimedia (Option code 935) 

or Premium Sound (Option code 934)

Part. No. Description

31414606 -14 Installation Instruction

+ Touch frame
Part. No.

31350396

+ Microphone
Part. No. Description

39810586 Soft Beige, FG12, FF12, FV12, F116, F216, FL12, F112, F212, FG1Y, 
FF1Y, F11A, F21A, F11B, F21B, FG1B

39810587 Quartz, FG0H, FF0H, FG0J, FF0J, F10G, F101, F201, F501, FA01, 
FL0G, FG01, FF01, FV01, FL01, FG0N

+ Application6

Part. No.

31399175

+ Owner's manual
Part. No. Description

31414613 English - for all markets.

31414614 Finnish

31414615 French

31414612 Dutch

31414617 Italian

31399187 Japanese

31414998 Chinese

31414802 Polish

31414619 Portuguese

31414620 Russian

31414621 Spanish

31414622 Swedish

31414623 Turkish

31414616 German

+ Hole tool
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Part. No.

33300039

+ Antistatic band
Part. No.

9814089

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By selecting Navigation you have a complete, integrated navigation solution for Sensus 
Connected Touch.

Navigation

Part. No.

31414539

Facts and advantages

Supports the following audio formats: MP3, AAC, AAC-HE, AAC-Hev2, Vorbis OGG, VMA, 
SBC and WAV.

Supports the following video formats: H263, H264 or MPEG2-AVC, MPEG4 and VC1.

Part of the area in the glove compartment is used when installing Sensus Connected Touch.

Technical data

Weight: 0.8 kg (1.8 lbs)

Photo: VCC_27037

Note!

Requires one of the following:

Premium Sound (Option code 934) (-14).

or

High Performance Multimedia (Option code 935) (-14)

or

High Performance/High Performance audiosystem (Option code 832) with 7" screen. To 
upgrade this infotainment level (Ch 175379 - 559322), see .)

Cannot be combined with factory fitted "Sensus Connect".

Cannot be installed on cars with Infotainment level: Performance audio system.

Note!

For more information regarding software updates, user manuals, compatibility and F.A.Q, see:

www.volvocars.com/sct-update and 

http://support.volvocars.com/pages/default.aspx.

Many 3/4G dongles on the relevant market are compatible with Sensus Connected Touch. 
Volvo cannot guarantee that all 3/4G dongles that are available on the market will work with 
Sensus Connected Touch.

Volvo is not responsible for the content/functions in the following applications. 

Volvo is not responsible for limitations/functions in Android's software.

Certain applications require purchase of a subscription in order to function. 

The speed of Internet connections can vary. 

Full coverage of the 3/4G network cannot be guaranteed. 

1. 7" screen only has the touch function when this accessory is used.

2. Only available on specific markets. Requires account and subscription for relevant 
service.

3. Is not activated while driving.
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4. An additional Navigation purchase is required for it to operate.

5. Only available in specific markets.

6. Ordered according to separate procedures and downloaded using VIDA.

Workshop installation recommended

Last updated: 3/21/2017
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